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Presence of a large number of actors 

l Due to revolutionary arrival of AppStore model 
❍ No more the presence of merely GSM/CDMA provider 
❍ Both first-party (App provider) & third-party(Advertisers, 

Analytics companies etc.) 
Both first & third-party (very dangerous) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

first-party (policy&PI)      third-party (dangerous) 
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Flurry 



More possibilities for PI leakage to various 
parties 
l Not only limited to web browsers as is the case in 

desktops/laptops 
❍ Apps for dedicated services (FB, LeMonde, SNCF etc.) 
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Difficult to trust all these parties 
 
l various scandals in the past  
❍ For example, Twitter and Path uploading users all 

contacts to their servers [1] [2] 
l WSJ: What they know – Mobile [3] 

 
 
 
 

 
 
[1] http://mclov.in/2012/02/08/path-uploads-your-entire-address-book-to-their-servers.html 
[2] http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/02/15/twitter_stores_address_books/ 
[3] http://blogs.wsj.com/wtk-mobile/ 4 



Smartphones are well suited to marketers/
trackers 
l contain a lot of info on user interests and 

behaviors because 
❍ various sensors (GPS, camera 

 etc) and comm technologies 
 (WiFi, GSM etc.) generate PI 

❍ smartphones are at the center 
 of our cyber activities and  
very personal (not shared) 

❍ smartphones have almost 
all-time Internet connectivity 

❍ they’re barely turned off 

à leads to accurate and detailed user profiling 
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A direct consequence is a large presence 
of online advertisers/trackers 

 

and many others… 
 
 

àààThis necessitates scrutinizing smartphones 
for privacy risks 

“tracking the trackers” 
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General approach  to “tracking the 
trackers” (iOS & Android) 

1.  Run Apps on instrumented versions of Android 
and iOS 

2.  Collect and store data related to the access to 
user PI along with inputs to data modification APIs 
and all the network traffic (plain-text or SSL) in a 
local SQLite database 

3.  Post-analysis of data collected  
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iOS (1): Some background 
l Enforcement of user privacy by Apple in two steps 

1.  Apple vetting process when Apps are submitted to 
AppStore 

2.  Users are asked before iOS gives access to user PI to 
an App 

l Closed source and only code signed from Apple 
can be executed 
❍ enforced by secure boot chain 
 

l Also, no App source available à only binary 
rewriting is possible 
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iOS (2): Some background 
l iOS Apps are written in 
❍ Objective-C, C, C++ 

l User PI can only be accessed through Apple’s 
frameworks written in Objective-C/C/C++ 
❍ … even if there are some exceptions (e.g. sysctl) 

l Instrumenting iOS requires “Jailbreaking” 
❍ essentially a way to bypass Apple’s secure boot chain 
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iOS (3): Realizing our general approach… 
l As source code is not available, binary patching? 
❍ It’s a nightmare, I think! 

l Dynamically, at runtime? 
❍ Fortunately, yes! 

❍ Use Objective-C runtime method “method_setImplementation” 

❍ Replace the C/C++ functions at assembly level. 

 

*NB: we use a third-party framework (MobileSubstrate) which makes it lot 
simpler… http://iphonedevwiki.net/index.php/MobileSubstrate 
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iOS (4): Realizing our general approach… 
l Whole code (modified implementation of the 

methods) is compiled in a dylib  
❍ and loaded at launch time in a process of interest 

l We capture relevant info (method args, return 
values) and store it in a local SQlite DB 
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Android (1): Some background 
l Apps are written mostly in Java but C/C++ can also 

be used with the help of JNI 

l Java code is compiled to byte-code and then, 
converted from JVM-compatible .class files to 
Dalvik compatible .dex files 

l These .dex files are executed in Dalvik Virtual 
Machine 
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Android (2): Realizing our general 
approach 

l Change the source code itself 

l Our custom code is added to APIs of interest to 
store the relevant data in a local SQLite DB 

l We changed Android 4.1.1_r6 source code in our 
study 
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Post-Analysis of data (iOS & Android) 
1.  Identify private data accessed by Apps 

2.  Search for private data in the network traffic to 
see if it’s sent, and where 

3.  Search for private data in the input to 
cryptographic / hash functions, and if there’s 
some, search the output in the network traffic 

4.  iOS Specific: find out if Apps use cross-App 
tracking techniques by using the “UIPasteBoard” 
class 
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Some facts before presenting Results 
l We tested 140 free Apps available on both Android 

and iOS using our « tracking the trackers » 
methodology 

l Experiments were carried out on iOS 6.1.2 and 
Android 4.1.1 

l In our study, we consider user PI 
1.  Stable Identifiers: that can be uniquely attached to 

users for tracking purposes 
2.  Any info revealing users’ interests and behavior 
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A glimpse of collection of unique identifiers 
by various parties: iOS 
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TABLE I. UNIQUE SYSTEM IDENTIFIERS (SIS) BEING COLLECTED BY VARIOUS FIRST AND THIRD-PARTIES IN A TOTAL OF 140 IOS APPS TESTED

Server/Comm. type AdIdentifier UDID DeviceName WiFiMACAddress WiFiMACAddressModified
facebook.com(SSL) Yes

testflightapp.com(SSL) Yes
amazonaws.com(plain-text) Yes Yes Yes

adjust.io(SSL) Yes
gameloft.com(plain-text) Yes Yes

gameloft.com(SSL) Yes Yes
amazonaws.com(SSL) Yes Yes

paypal.com(SSL) Yes Yes
boxcar.io(SSL) Yes
flurry.com(SSL) Yes
tapjoy.com(SSL) Yes

jumptap.com Yes
mobile-adbox.com(SSL) Yes

fiksu.com(SSL) Yes
tapad.com(SSL) Yes

tapjoyads.com(SSL) Yes Yes
tapjoyads.com(plain-text) Yes

appads.com(plain-text) Yes
adcolony.com(plain-text) Yes
sophiacom.fr(plain-text) Yes

smartadserver.com(plain-text) Yes
mopub.com(plain-text) Yes
swelen.com(plain-text) Yes
adtilt.com(plain-text) Yes

adtilt.com(SSL) Yes
booking.com(SSL) Yes
trademob.net(SSL) Yes Yes

nanigans.com(plain-text) Yes
nanigans.com(SSL) Yes

ad-x.co.uk(SSL) Yes
eamobile.com(SSL) Yes

igstudios.in(plain-text) Yes
crittercism.com(SSL) Yes

68.71.216.204(plain-text) Yes
198.105.199.145(plain-text) Yes

Amazon.com Yes Yes
clara.net(plain-text) Yes Yes

adzcore.com Yes
mobiata.com(plain-text) Yes

greystripe.com(plain-text) Yes
mdotm.com(plain-text) Yes

expedia.com(SSL) Yes
mydas.mobi(plain-text) Yes
admob.com(plain-text) Yes
mkhoj.com(plain-text) Yes

ad-inside.com(plain-text) Yes
74.217.75.7/8(plain-text) Yes

a) iOS: Our study reveals that a number of unique
system identifiers are being collected by various third-parties.
It is worth to mention here that no user permission is required
on iOS to access these identifiers and they can seamlessly be
accessed by all Apps wanting to do so. On iOS 6.1.2, these
available identifiers are:

1) UDID: A unique ID generated by the OS based on the
hardware details that remains unmodified throughout
the lifecycle of the device. The UDID API is depre-
cated but still remains available for Apps to access.

2) WiFi MAC Address: The MAC address of the WiFi
chip can be accessed via the sysctl function of the
libc library.

3) Device Name: It is far from being unique but it is
quite stable and often reveals the real name/identity
of the user. The user inputs it when he starts using
the device and generally doesn’t modify.

4) AdIdentifier: Introduced specifically for Advertising
purposes, it can be reset by the user. As it is not
really linked to the device for its whole life, it’s more

privacy-friendly.

Table I enlists the identifiers collected by third-parties and
those third-parties themselves.

The app name (or process-name, or bundle-name) are
communicated to third-parties each time along with the unique
identifiers, either in User-Agent field or in the request itself.4.
This way third-parties can easily infer the user interests5

by the Apps he has installed on his smartphone and uses
most. Table II presents statistics about the collection of these
identifiers focusing on quantifying the presence of these third-
parties in smartphone Apps. This can help imagine how much
they can know about users’ interest. These identifiers are

4Some third-parties even try to collect the list of all installed Apps on the
device, even though there does not exist an API to do so. Since this is a
highly valuable information to infer the user’s interests, techniques exist to
identify some of them: 1) using sysctl [16] function in libc library to know
currently running processes, or 2) by detecting if a custom URL is handled
on the device [17].

5Depending on the type of Apps installed on the smartphone and the Apps
with whom the user most interacts with, it is easy to tell if a user is more
interested in gaming or running or gymnastic or sex or social networks.



A glimpse of collection of unique identifiers 
by various parties: Android 
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TABLE III. UNIQUE SYSTEM IDENTIFIERS (SIS) BEING COLLECTED BY VARIOUS PARTIES PRESENT IN 140 ANDROID APPS TESTED

Server/Comm. type Android
ID Phone No IMEI Serial No IMSI IMEI

Modified
AndroidID
Modified

engine.mobileapptracking.com(SSL) Yes
74.217.75.7(plain-text) Yes

iphone-mobilesite.airfrance.com(SSL) Yes
www.klm.com(SSL) Yes

mdotm.com(plain-text) Yes Yes
mobage.com(plain-text) Yes Yes
kochava.com(plain-text) Yes Yes
msh.amazon.com(SSL) Yes Yes

72.21.194.112(plain-text) Yes Yes
google.com(SSL) Yes

smartadserver.com(plain-text) Yes
xiti.com(plain-text) Yes
badoo.com(SSL) Yes Yes Yes

ws.tapjoyads.com(SSL) Yes Yes Yes
playhaven.com(plain-text) Yes

adtilt.com(plain-text) Yes Yes
yoz.io(plain-text) Yes
airbnb.com(SSL) Yes

groupon.com(SSL) Yes
fiksu.com(SSL) Yes Yes

crittercism.com(SSL) Yes Yes
googleapis.com(SSL) Yes Yes
sstats.adobe.com(SSL) Yes
linode.com(plain-text) Yes

93.184.219.20(plain-text) Yes
107.6.111.137(plain-text) Yes

seattleclouds.com(plain-text) Yes
startappexchange.com(plain-text) Yes

91.103.140.6(plain-text) Yes
appwiz.com(SSL) Yes Yes Yes
airpush.com(SSL) Yes Yes Yes Yes

69.28.52.39(plain-text) Yes Yes
209.177.95.171(plain-text) Yes
ad-market.mobi(plain-text) Yes

fastly.net(SSL) Yes
61.145.124.113(plain-text) Yes Yes

198.61.246.5(plain-text) Yes Yes
appsflyer.com(SSL) Yes
estat.com(plain-text) Yes Yes

ati-host.net(plain-text) Yes

TABLE V. LIST OF SERVERS/IP ADDRESS WHERE PBITEMS ARE COMMUNICATED IN 140 IOS APPS TESTED

Pasteboard Item Domain.TLD or ip address

Different PBBinaryData

amazonaws.com(plain-text), 1e100.net(plain-text), facebook.com(plain-text), your-server.de(plain-text),
clara.net(plain-text), fiksu.com(SSL), sofialys.net(plain-text), akamaitechnologies.com(plain-text),

192.33.31.101(plain-text), 50.31.164.188(plain-text), visuamobile.com(plain-text), 193.51.224.40(plain-text),
85.233.209.213(plain-text), paypal.com(SSL), gameloft.com(plain-text), 137.135.168.75(plain-text),

217.108.85.49(plain-text), 195.46.215.99(plain-text), 2.20.11.162(plain-text), 185.31.16.143(plain-text),
199.231.76.85(plain-text), newrelic.com(SSL), 185.31.19.143(plain-text), 141.138.91.56(plain-text),

199.16.156.72(plain-text), cloud-ips.com(plain-text), 74.217.75.7(plain-text), 141.101.126.217(plain-text),
141.101.125.217(plain-text), 97.64.114.226(plain-text), disneyis.com(plain-text), softlayer.com(plain-text),

xiti.com(plain-text), 94.236.49.187(plain-text), spotify.com(plain-text), 193.51.224.41(plain-text),
91.103.140.193(plain-text), 91.103.140.225(plain-text), 12.129.244.82(plain-text), 12.129.251.233(plain-text),

2o7.net(plain-text), 93.184.220.20(plain-text), 50.31.164.192(plain-text)
WiFi MAC Address clara.net(plain-text)

8211d087-ca5b-42c3-a1a2-7b3779f6c206 fiksu.com(SSL)
55b0a791-517e-4bd4-8398-414dd527417b svcs.paypal.com(SSL)

2501110D-69B7-415A-896B-4F7A83591263 clara.net(plain-text)

b) Android: Techniques exists to share data between
Apps on Android but we don’t know if Apps are using these
techniques to generate and share a stable unique identifier
across the device. It is probably not the case on Android
considering the wide variety of system identifiers readily
available on Android. So third-parties would probably not
adopt this solution as there is an inherent limitation if they
generate their own identifier and share it across App. In the
later case, third-parties won’t be able to create a bigger profile
of the user by matching user profiles with other third-parties
if they would have this opportunity to do so.

3) Discussion:

a) How the effect of resetting the AdIdentifier by the
user could easily be nullified: In fact, the effect of resetting
the Ad Identifier is not really the same as “Deleting the cookie”
in web tracking (however, it seems like the same at first
glance) because Apps have their dedicated local storage on
file system and resetting the AdvertisingIdentifier might not
have any effect on “Not linking the user activity before and
after the resetting” as the trackers could easily detect that the
AdIdentifier is changed and link the two values. In fact, if
third-parties start to work together, user would never be able
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TABLE VIII. WHERE YOUR PERSONAL INFO IS BEING SENT IN A TOTAL OF 140 IOS APPS TESTED

SIM Network name Location DeviceName AddressBook Accounts SIM Number
testflightapp.com(SSL),

clara.net(plain-text),
capptain.com(SSL),

groupon.de(plain-text),
groupon.de(SSL),

groupon.com(SSL),
ebay.com(SSL),

ec2-54-244-3-130.us-west-
2.compute.amazonaws.com(plain-

text)

bkt.mobi(plain-text),
foursquare.com(SSL),

groupon.de(SSL),
voyages-

sncf.com(plain-text),
capptain.com(SSL)

paypal.com(SSL),
crittercism.com(SSL),

boxcar.io(SSL)
mobilevoip.com(plain-

text)
twitter.com(SSL) fring.com(SSL)

TABLE XI. NO. OF IOS APPS SENDING PI (OUT OF 140)

Personal Information (PI) Total No. of Apps sending
OwnProcessName 109

OwnAppName 97
GSM Network name 13

Location 10
Device Name 4
AddressBook 1

Accounts 2
SIM Number 1

B. PI collection on Android

As opposed to the approach taken by iOS, Android is
based on static permissions that a user must agree with before
installing an App. Again, Android OS also suffers from the
same issues as mentioned in case of iOS. In addition to that,
the user can’t allow/deny a subset of permissions to App; a
user must allow all permissions to the App if he wants to use
it or otherwise, he must abandon using that particular App.

Table XII presents which third-parties knows about the
list of processNames (at least, 4 processes) running on the
phone used for testing the Apps. Android provides standard
API to get the list of all running Apps; some third-parties
are accessing this list and sending it to their servers. We
found that “Booking.com” App is sending the list of run-
ning processes to “tardemob.com”. An App can request the
permission to know list of all running Apps using the an-
droid.permission.GET TASKS permission but in the particular
case of Booking.com, this permission is not present in the
list of permissions this App requires. In fact, this App didn’t
ask the permission and retrieved somehow this list (probably,
going directly to sysctl function in libc.). It is to be noted that
it might not be the code written by “Booking.com” developers
but probably the code from a library included by the developer
doing it but from the user and system/OS perspective, there
is no difference between the two. Thus the developer should
always know and analyze what the code written in the libraries
is doing before adding them to their App and it should be
explicitly notified to the user.

Table XIII presents where your other kinds of private data
(Network Code, Operator Name, Contact, Network Location,
GPS Location, SIM Network Code, WiFI Scan, Account
Names, Account token, SMS, Sim Operator Name, WiFi
BSSID, WiFI SSID, WiFi Configs, Calendar, BookMarks) are
being sent.

Table XIV presents how many Apps are sending personal
info.

TABLE XIV. NO. OF ANDROID APPS SENDING PI (OUT OF 140)

Personal Information (PI) Total No. of Apps sending
OwnProcessName 40

OwnAppName 20
Operator Name 16
Network code 9

Contact 1
Location 6

WiFi Scan 1

IX. SMARTPHONE COMMUNICATION (CALLS, MESSAGES,
INTERNET PACKETS) AND GOVERNMENT/REGULATORY

BODY/ISP SURVEILLANCE

It’s possible to perform deep packet analysis of user’s data
passing through ISPs. ISPs can access the actual data or at least
the metadata if the trafic is encrypted. ISPs could share the
data with third-parties or to governments with/without a court
order (a court order is not difficult to take, in general). Cellular
(GSM/CDMA) providers also have the ability to sneak into
user data (calls, messages, internet activity (3G, 4G, Edge))
passing through them. Even user location could easily be
tracked by them even if the user doesn’t use the phone, at
all, for any of their services (at least, broad location with
the knowledge of cell tower the user is connected to or exact
location through deep packet analysis). Here is an analysis [37]
about how secure iMessages are in case of iOS highlighting
the fact that iMessage is designed in such a way that it gives
Apple the ability to read user’s iMessages if they want to do
so or if they’re required to do so by government bodies on
special request/ court orders.

X. REGULATIONS ON SMARTPHONE TRACKING IN
DIFFERENT REGULATORY ZONES

A. European Union

The relevant EU legal framework is the Data Protection
Directive (95/46/EC). It applies in any case where the use of
apps on smart devices involves processing personal data of
individuals. Additionally to the Data Protection Directive, the
ePrivacy directive (2002/58/EC, as revised by 2009/136/EC),
sets a specific standard for all parties worldwide that wish to
store or access information stored in the devices of users in
the European Economic Area (EEA).

The 2002 ePrivacy Directive, 2002/58/EC, mandated that
websites and applications must provide information about their
data collection practices and must enable users to opt out of
having information stored in their browser, except as strictly
necessary to provide service explicitly requested by the user. In
practice the directive has had little force; Member States have
not taken any measures to enforce compliance, and in many

•  Again, on iOS, different kinds of user PI is sent to both 
first and third-parties (out of a total of 140 free iOS Apps 
tested) 
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TABLE XII. LIST OF THIRD-PARTIES WITH PROCESSNAMES KNOWN OUT OF A TOTAL OF 140 ANDROID APPS TESTED

Third-party with type of Comm Process Names

google-analytics.com(SSL) com.anydo, com.rechild.advancedtaskkiller, com.spotify.mobile.android.ui, com.google.android.googlequicksearchbox,
com.dailymotion.dailymotion, com.aa.android, com.comuto, com.airbnb.android

doubleclick.net(plain-text) com.tagdroid.android, com.rechild.advancedtaskkiller, bbc.mobile.news.ww, ua.in.android wallpapers.spring nature
trademob.com(SSL), google.com(SSL) All the processes running on the phone

crashlytics.com(SSL) com.evernote, com.path, com.lslk.sleepbot, com.twitter.android, com.dailymotion.dailymotion

TABLE XIII. WHERE YOUR PI IS BEING SENT (OUT OF 140 APPS TESSTED)

Contacts Location Network Code Operator Name SIM Network code WiFi AP Scan Info Account Names

google.com(SSL)

seventynine.mobi(plain-
text),
plat-

form.chekmein.com(SSL),
airpush.com(SSL),
appwiz.com(SSL),
google.com(SSL),

google.com(plain-text),
3g.cn(plain-text)

google.com(SSL),
badoo.com(SSL),

doubleclick.net(plain-
text),

appwiz.com(SSL),
goforandroid.com(plain-

text)

seventynine.mobi(plain-
text),

crittercism.com(SSL),
msh.amazon.com(SSL),

kiip.me(plain-text),
72.21.194.112(plain-

text),
badoo.com(SSL),

ws.tapjoyads.com(SSL),
adtilt.com(plain-text),
groupon.com(SSL),
groupon.de(SSL),

2o7.net(plain-text),
m6replay.fr(SSL),

appsflyer.com(SSL),
airpush.com(SSL)

google.com(SSL),
badoo.com(SSL), ad-
market.mobi(plain-

text),
goforandroid.com(plain-

text),
startappexchange.com(plain-

text),
appwiz.com(SSL)

badoo.com(SSL)
google.com(SSL),
airpush.com(SSL),

googleapis.com(SSL)

cases they have treated browser cookie settings as adequate
implementation [38]. A 2009 amendment to the ePrivacy
Directive, 2009/136/EC, replaces the opt-out rule with an opt-
in consent rule [39]. Member State implementations initially
split. Some states have suggested existing browser settings
would remain adequate, through the legal fiction that they
convey implicit consent. The majority view, as reaffirmed by
the latest regulation proposal, is to require explicit, affirmative
consent for each website [40]. EU and state authorities have
yet to enforce compliance with the rule.

Beginning of 2013, the G29 data protection working party,
which is composed of members of all data protection offices
in Europe, published a set of recommendations specific to
Mobile Apps [41]. This document clarifies the legal frame-
work applicable to mobile apps and focuses on the consent
requirement, the principles of purpose limitation and data
minimisation. It also stresses the need to take adequately
secure data, the obligation to inform end users (transparency),
reasonable retention periods and specifically, fair processing
of data collected from and about children.

In the document [42], European Commission details what
Commission proposals on data protection do and don’t mean.
According to a GSMA study [43], nine out of ten smartphone
users are concerned about mobile apps collecting their data
without their consent, and say they want to know when the
data on their smartphone is being shared with a third party.

B. United States

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the leading federal
regulatory agency for consumer protection. The FTC has
narrowly circumscribed general statutory authority: It can
only prevent unfair or deceptive business practices, which the
agency has largely interpreted to require violation of an express
promise to consumers. State attorneys general have largely
parallel authority in regulating third-party tracking.

Similarly to the G29 in Europe, the FTC published a docu-
ment entitled “Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones,
Tablets, Cell Phones and your Privacy”, in May 2011 [44].
This document presents a new privacy framework consisting
of three main recommendations, each of which is applicable
to mobile technology. First, this report recommends that com-
panies should adopt a privacy by design approach. Second, its
recommends that companies should provide simpler and more
streamlined privacy choices to consumers. Finally, it proposed
a number of measures that companies should take to make
their data practices more transparent to consumers, including
improving disclosures to consumers about information prac-
tices. FTC is also monitoring how kids apps are handling user’s
private data and in its second report finds that a little progress
has been made [45]. The report states that kids’ data is still
collected, shared without parents’ knowledge and consent.

Interestingly, the California Attorney General Kamala D.
Harris also issued, beginning of 2013, a report with recommen-
dations for mobile application developers and the mobile in-
dustry to safeguard consumer privacy [?]. The report provides
guidance on developing strong privacy practices, translating
these practices into mobile-friendly policies, and coordinating
with mobile industry actors to promote comprehensive trans-
parency.

National Telecommunications and Information Administra-
tion body of United States Department of Commerce have
established a Privacy Multi-stakeholder Process for Mobile
Application Transparency [46]. It aims to develop a code of
conduct to provide transparency in how companies providing
applications and interactive services for mobile devices to
handle personal data. However, no concrete report is yet
available to public.

XI. CONCLUSION

This paper surveyed technology issues in third-party smart-
phone tracking for iOS and Android. We took a holistic

•  Different kinds of user PI are sent to both first 
and third-parties (out of a total of 140 free Android 
Apps tested) 



Leakage of App usage info: iOS 

privacy-specific setting giving the user control over whether an
App can access private data: the user is prompted the first time
an App tries to access Contacts, Location, Reminders, Photos,
Calendar and Social Networking accounts (Facebook, Twitter)
and later, iOS remembers and follows the user preferences. A
user can go to iOS 6 privacy-specific settings at any time and
change his/her preferences. In our opinion, this is a decent step
by Apple towards making iOS privacy friendly. However we
believe that the set of data Apple considered as private in their
iOS 6 privacy settings is still not exhaustive and it lacks some
other kinds of private data. Moreover, we also believe that a
user should be able to revoke access to internet for a particular
app if he wants to do so. As a mere demonstration to Apple
and others for its feasibility and usability, we came up with a
software solution that enables user to have more control.

The name of the device is usually set during the initial
device setup and most of the time it contains the name of the
user revealing the real identity of the user. Moreover, even if
the user does not set it to his/her real name, it might easily
be used for tracking purposes since the device owner does not
generally modify it after the initial setup. Therefore, we believe
that a user permission is required before accessing it because
our study reveals that a lot of third-party apps are surprisingly
accessing the device name without user’s knowledge even if
there does not seem to be any obvious reason of doing so. We
added Advertising Identifier in our privacy settings extension
so that a user can choose to allow/deny access to it per-app
basis. Also, user should be able to choose to give access or
deny access to it per-app basis as well; for instance, a user
may allow access to Advertising Identifier for a particular
free App while not allowing its access to paid Apps. This
may be the driving force for different behaviors of free and
paid Apps. Lastly, in our software solution, we give control
to the user if a particular App can access internet or not. We
believe that it’s very important because privacy breaches can
be mitigated completely in the absence of internet connection
for a particular app. There are a plenty of Apps, for example,
vast majority of games, out their in the Apple AppStore
which can be used without internet connection. Disabling
internet connection for those apps would not only facilitate
the increased user privacy but also reduced bandwidth usage.
In addition, if one needs to use internet connection to do
something specifically for a short period of time, (s)he might
enable it for that short period of time and later, disable it again.

In spite of all this, some matters of utmost importance
are still not considered and remains to be disentangled (it’s
also true in case of Android): Is an authorization that does
not consider any behavioral analysis sufficient? For instance,
accessing the device location upon App installation, to enable
a per-country personalization, is not comparable to accessing
the location every five minutes. Also, does the App keep
the personal information locally for internal purposes, or is
it communicated to external servers? If the later case, where
exactly are these servers? Moreover, A&A libraries included
by the App developer also have access to the same set of users
private data as the App itself. However, a user giving access
to his or her Contacts doesnt necessarily indicate consent for
these data to be shared with A&A companies. In our opinion,
these issues are very serious and all stockholders involved must
work together to solve them (whether it’s OS provider or user
or legal authorities in different regulations.); it’s the mutual

TABLE IX. LIST OF THIRD-PARTIES WITH APPNAMES KNOWN TO
THEM (ONLY PARTIES WITH MINIMUM 5 APPNAMES) OUT OF A TOTAL OF

140 IOS APPS TESTED

Third-party with type of
Comm App Names

urbanairship.com(SSL) Wimbledon, RATP, HootSuite, DuplexA86,
Appygraph, Foodspotting, Volkswagen

google-analytics.com(SSL) Evernote, LILIGO, WorldCard, Transilien,
Viadeo, CamScanner, VDM, Vinted, Volkswagen

flurry.com(plain-text)

Bible, RATP, Transilien, TripIt, FlyAirIndia,
Viadeo, Bankin’, VDM, M6, DuplexA86,

SleepBot, Snapchat, Appygraph, Booking.com,
Badoo, Quora, UrbanDict, Spanish,

MyLittleParis, Volkswagen
crashlytics.com(SSL) Amazon, Path, RunKeeper, Spanish, Deezer

TABLE X. LIST OF THIRD-PARTIES WITH PROCESSNAMES KNOWN TO
THEM (ONLY PARTIES WITH MINIMUM 5 PROCESSNAMES) OUT OF A

TOTAL OF 140 IOS APPS TESTED

Third-party with type of
Comm Process Names

google-analytics.com(SSL)
InstantBeautyProduction, Evernote, LILIGO,
Transilien, Viadeo, VDM, comuto, easyjet,

VintedFR, Volkswagen

crashlytics.com(SSL) dailymotion, TopEleven, AmazonFR, Path,
RunKeeper, foodspotting, babbelSpanish, Deezer

urbanairship.com(SSL) Wimbledon, RATP, HootSuite, DuplexA86,
Appygraph, foodspotting, Volkswagen

flurry.com(plain-text)

TopEleven, Bible, RATP, Transilien, TripIt,
DespicableMe, FlyAirIndia, Viadeo, Bankin’,
VDM, OCB, DuplexA86, SleepBot, Snapchat,

Appygraph, Booking.com, foodspotting, Badoo,
EDF-Releve, WorldCup2011, Quora,

UrbanDictionary, babbelSpanish, MyLittleParis,
Volkswagen

tapjoy.com(SSL) TopEleven, Bible, DespicableMe, OCB, MCT
capptain.com(plain-text) Viadeo, myTF1, rtl-fr-radios, 20minv3, iDTGV

xiti.com(plain-text) laposte, ARTE, myTF1, lequipe, SoundCloud,
20minv3, Leboncoin

admob.com(plain-text) VSC, BBCNews, WorldCup2011, RF12,
UrbanDictionary

effort that can only bring this practice to halt.

It’s worth mentioning that we only consider the data
accessed by iOS APIs as the user PI in this study and it’s
only this PI which is searched in the network. We ran Apps
without providing them manually any PI; the only for them to
access the user PI is through the iOS APIs. This is to make
our testing scalable and fast without manual interference but
AppScrutinator could easily be made to search this information
too provided the user needs to supply the data it needs to
search in the network traffic. Besides, [2] also looked for the
data they’ve provided manually to the Apps. Just for testing
we provided the phone number to an App called “World and
You” and it sent the phone number to “fum.byt.fring.com”.
From this and [2], it’s evident that Apps may also send the
info provided manually by the user.

Table X presents which third-parties knows about the
list of processNames (at least, 5 processes) running on the
smartphone during testing. The process-names are most of the
time part of bundle identifier. Table IX presents which third-
parties knows about the list of Apps (at least, 5 Apps) running
on the smartphone. Table VIII presents where other kinds
of private data (SIM network name, Location, Device Name,
Accounts, AddressBook etc.) are being sent. Table XI presents
how many Apps are sending personal info over network.
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•  Various third-parties know what Apps a particular user 
 is using 

•  It’s like browsing history in case of web browsing 
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TABLE XII. LIST OF THIRD-PARTIES WITH PROCESSNAMES KNOWN OUT OF A TOTAL OF 140 ANDROID APPS TESTED

Third-party with type of Comm Process Names

google-analytics.com(SSL) com.anydo, com.rechild.advancedtaskkiller, com.spotify.mobile.android.ui, com.google.android.googlequicksearchbox,
com.dailymotion.dailymotion, com.aa.android, com.comuto, com.airbnb.android

doubleclick.net(plain-text) com.tagdroid.android, com.rechild.advancedtaskkiller, bbc.mobile.news.ww, ua.in.android wallpapers.spring nature
trademob.com(SSL), google.com(SSL) All the processes running on the phone

crashlytics.com(SSL) com.evernote, com.path, com.lslk.sleepbot, com.twitter.android, com.dailymotion.dailymotion

TABLE XIII. WHERE YOUR PI IS BEING SENT (OUT OF 140 APPS TESSTED)

Contacts Location Network Code Operator Name SIM Network code WiFi AP Scan Info Account Names

google.com(SSL)

seventynine.mobi(plain-
text),
plat-

form.chekmein.com(SSL),
airpush.com(SSL),
appwiz.com(SSL),
google.com(SSL),

google.com(plain-text),
3g.cn(plain-text)

google.com(SSL),
badoo.com(SSL),

doubleclick.net(plain-
text),

appwiz.com(SSL),
goforandroid.com(plain-

text)

seventynine.mobi(plain-
text),

crittercism.com(SSL),
msh.amazon.com(SSL),

kiip.me(plain-text),
72.21.194.112(plain-

text),
badoo.com(SSL),

ws.tapjoyads.com(SSL),
adtilt.com(plain-text),
groupon.com(SSL),
groupon.de(SSL),

2o7.net(plain-text),
m6replay.fr(SSL),

appsflyer.com(SSL),
airpush.com(SSL)

google.com(SSL),
badoo.com(SSL), ad-
market.mobi(plain-

text),
goforandroid.com(plain-

text),
startappexchange.com(plain-

text),
appwiz.com(SSL)

badoo.com(SSL)
google.com(SSL),
airpush.com(SSL),

googleapis.com(SSL)

cases they have treated browser cookie settings as adequate
implementation [38]. A 2009 amendment to the ePrivacy
Directive, 2009/136/EC, replaces the opt-out rule with an opt-
in consent rule [39]. Member State implementations initially
split. Some states have suggested existing browser settings
would remain adequate, through the legal fiction that they
convey implicit consent. The majority view, as reaffirmed by
the latest regulation proposal, is to require explicit, affirmative
consent for each website [40]. EU and state authorities have
yet to enforce compliance with the rule.

Beginning of 2013, the G29 data protection working party,
which is composed of members of all data protection offices
in Europe, published a set of recommendations specific to
Mobile Apps [41]. This document clarifies the legal frame-
work applicable to mobile apps and focuses on the consent
requirement, the principles of purpose limitation and data
minimisation. It also stresses the need to take adequately
secure data, the obligation to inform end users (transparency),
reasonable retention periods and specifically, fair processing
of data collected from and about children.

In the document [42], European Commission details what
Commission proposals on data protection do and don’t mean.
According to a GSMA study [43], nine out of ten smartphone
users are concerned about mobile apps collecting their data
without their consent, and say they want to know when the
data on their smartphone is being shared with a third party.

B. United States

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the leading federal
regulatory agency for consumer protection. The FTC has
narrowly circumscribed general statutory authority: It can
only prevent unfair or deceptive business practices, which the
agency has largely interpreted to require violation of an express
promise to consumers. State attorneys general have largely
parallel authority in regulating third-party tracking.

Similarly to the G29 in Europe, the FTC published a docu-
ment entitled “Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones,
Tablets, Cell Phones and your Privacy”, in May 2011 [44].
This document presents a new privacy framework consisting
of three main recommendations, each of which is applicable
to mobile technology. First, this report recommends that com-
panies should adopt a privacy by design approach. Second, its
recommends that companies should provide simpler and more
streamlined privacy choices to consumers. Finally, it proposed
a number of measures that companies should take to make
their data practices more transparent to consumers, including
improving disclosures to consumers about information prac-
tices. FTC is also monitoring how kids apps are handling user’s
private data and in its second report finds that a little progress
has been made [45]. The report states that kids’ data is still
collected, shared without parents’ knowledge and consent.

Interestingly, the California Attorney General Kamala D.
Harris also issued, beginning of 2013, a report with recommen-
dations for mobile application developers and the mobile in-
dustry to safeguard consumer privacy [?]. The report provides
guidance on developing strong privacy practices, translating
these practices into mobile-friendly policies, and coordinating
with mobile industry actors to promote comprehensive trans-
parency.

National Telecommunications and Information Administra-
tion body of United States Department of Commerce have
established a Privacy Multi-stakeholder Process for Mobile
Application Transparency [46]. It aims to develop a code of
conduct to provide transparency in how companies providing
applications and interactive services for mobile devices to
handle personal data. However, no concrete report is yet
available to public.

XI. CONCLUSION

This paper surveyed technology issues in third-party smart-
phone tracking for iOS and Android. We took a holistic



Conclusions 
l Private data is sent to various parties 
❍ As shown in the Tables before 

l There is a clear need of better regulations to stop 
this practice. 

 
l A real problem today 
❍ A user giving access to its PI to a particular App doesn’t 

necessarily imply that he is ready to share it with other 
third-parties! 
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Questions/Remarks? 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks 
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